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ABSTRACT 

Value proposition is one of the related concepts generated by brand identity. Its purpose 

is to provide value for a customer. An effective value proposition should lead to a brand 

customer relationship and drive purchase decisions. However the consumer decision 

making process is one that can be influenced at various levels besides marketing 

activities carried out by brand strategists. This was a descriptive study on the influence of 

value proposition in consumer decision-making process in driving purchase decision. The 

study was done as a survey of consumers in Nairobi who drove non-commercial 

pa senger sal on motor vehicles. The re earcher aimed at a sample size of 200 

re pondcnts and achieved 64% resp n e rate . The data collccti n in 'trum nt \ ns a semi

structured questionnaire. 

The value propositions addressed the functional benefit , the emotional benl!fit-, TIC

expressive benefits and the relative price. An effecti\e \ alue pr p it ion h uld h:ad to a 

brand-customer relationship and drive purcha e d i ·i n . n tht: em ironmental input 

the respondents indicated that th hav influcn cd their prdl:r~.:n c for br.md In the 

ca e of th proc ss . the n: p ndcnt tr m ly 
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proposition influenced the consumer decision-making process in driving the purchase 

decision. It is evident that the consumers ' choice of a product is greatly influenced by the 

brand and the slogan as it appeals to their functional , emotional, self-expression and price 

needs. It is thus important that those that greatly influence consumer purchase decisions 

be given more attention and exploited to their greatest benefits. 



CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

The most valued brands have one thing in common over their lesser rivals; more 

customers contributing more margins. Whatever assets a company may have, big or 

small, it is its customers and their willingness to contribute margin that creates value to 

the company. It's loyal customers-those willing to return to a company's products on a 

regular basis- that create sustaining value against which revenue can be forecast, 

investments raised, payrolls met, stocks valued, and worth measured. It's by building and 

nurturing a base of loyal customers that the most valued companies separate themselves 

from the pack ( cott and Taylor, 2002). 

epp (2002) states that companie should alway be en ·itive t the fact that consum ·r · 

are always unconsciously asking .. "What's in it for me?"a the ' make their ch ic' f 

brand during purchase. he continues to sugge t that the ke leapfr ggin 1 our 

competition is to be articulate in stating · ur umqu~.: \'alue pr I' o ition. What 

di tinguishing feature do you bring to the pr pe t th t • nn t b f und Is \\ h~.:r ·? 1 he 

aluc proposition i n ver ab ut \\hat y u d but r. th r b ut h \ tlk ustt ml:r l c..:n fits 

from th purchase. 
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strong value proposition thus explains what customers should expect to receive for their 

investment in the brand. 

Every market category has a brand leader for whie-h advantageous profits seem assured 

by a disproportionate preference among both loyal customers and prospects. That's why 

it's so important for companies to understand their role in helping to perpetuate a brand 

and build loyalty among customers. Brand leadership is the single most-important 

contributor to long-term competitive advantage. While more than half of the companies 

listed in the Fortune 500 during the 1970s are gone from that list, 21 of the 25 brands 

that led their category in 1925 still do so today (Scott and Taylor, 2003). A strong brand 

accelerate competi tive advantage by mitigating myriad factors that would otherwise 

impede the cycle of consumer awarene , c n iderati n, experience, and loyalty 

cott and Taylor (2003) thu suggest that a leading brand c difie 'alue t lo a! 

customers and prospects. It guarantees con ideration. It offer · an emotional c mm; ·tion. 

It provides a value proposition that goe b yond th fun t1 n.l need that del 'rmines the 

category. It is the ba e upon which incn.:m ntal m rgm • n 1~.: built O\t..:r tim~.: from 

loyal consumer . 

1.2 he t ·r indu t .' 
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In the recent past there has been entry into the local market of various other players. The 

entry has not only ended the giant firm ' s local domination, but sent its sales and profits 

sliding to an all-time low. (Firestone E.A Audited Financial reports, 2002). The firm ' s 

main competitors include French giant Michelin Tyres, Italy's Pirelli Tyres, Goodyear 

tyres from the United States and Dunlop tyres all of whom have made significant inroads. 

The list also includes a host of other brands that are generally not extensively marketed. 

Pirelli is locally represented by Nyanza Petroleum Dealers Ltd. Michelin is distributed 

locally by Kingsway tyres. Also in the market are large quantities of imported second

hand products. The private multinationals appear to have ended the virtual monopoly 

Firestone enjoyed before deregulation in 1993. 

ire t ne, which by 1995 c ntrolled 72 percent of the Kenyan market, and n w !aims a 

50 percent export niche in ganda, employ 700 worker , and i · the nly I ·a! 

manufacturer. orne estimates put the Firestone market hare for nev, t re ut ju t ' er 0 

percent, while the rest have taken the remaining 40 percent. The ;c nomi re\ ie\ , 

March 30-Apri l 5,200 l) 

1h indu try ha als been af[i ctc..:d by glob. I p th.:rn \\ht:rl \lhi k m:mula tun.:ts ar 
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Before Firestone established its manufacturing plant in Kenya nearly two decades ago, all 

tyres were imported. The government, eager to promote import-substitution imposed 

quotas and tariffs to protect the local industry which gave the company a virtual 

monopoly. However, some imports were allowed since there were vehicles in the market, 

which could not use the company's products. This in essence meant that Firestone had a 

huge advantage in ensuring that they were well entrenched in the market before any other 

competitors would be allowed into the country. 

Fifteen percent of Firestone, a member of the Sameer group of companies, is controlled 

by Bridge tone Firestone Inc of the U , which, in turn , i a sub idiary of Japan 's 

Bridgestone rp ration . n a global per pcctivc, in 19 7, the Japanc. c mpany b ught 

Fire tone Tyre and Rubber orporation of the . Before 1995, buo cd b a weak 

Japanese yen, Bridgestone was the world's foremo t t re producer. But a· the 'uluc of 

the yen against major hard currencies shot up, and dollar-ba ed ale plummeted, it ''as 

overtaken by Michelin. By 1996, Michelin' ale \\ere \'alued at .1 billion Cl mpared 

to Bridgestone's 12.9 billion, and ood Y ar orp r ti not thl: '' ith 1l.7 billion. 

Together, the trio controls about 53 pl:r l:nt 

manufacturer include 1 rm ny' ontin nt 1 ' 

Jap, n' Sumitom 
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Tyres are one of the most important components of an automobile. The tyres are the only 

contacts between the vehicle and the ground. That is why it is so important to have a tyre 

capable of doing what the driver wants the car to do . To create a quality-grading 

standard, the Uniform Tire Quality Grading standards, better known as the UTQG has 

been developed. The grades are based on three qualities of a tyre; the tread wear, traction 

and temperature. This information is found on the sidewall of the tyre. 

A tyre ' s tread wear is comparative scale that measures how well a tyre wears. A tyre 

graded 200 would wear 50 percent better than the tyre with 150 grade. However, a tyre' s 

actual performance vari es depending on driving habits, road conditions, climate, and tyre 

care. A 100 grade tyre sh uld Ia t 30,000 mile (48,279 km). This i one of the important 

a pect that is concerned with durability. 

Traction grades represent how well a car stop on wet pavement under controlled 

conditions. The traction grades are as follow , from "e:x.cellenf' t ·· ·ati factor " : r\ , 

B · However, note that the traction grading d not take into unt rnenng, 

hydroplaning, or accelerating. This i th a p t that 1 ontrol in t~nn s or 

what the driver wi. he to do. 
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satisfactory ratings: A, B, C. This is the second important element that determines 

durability. All these tests are done on tyres that are properly loaded and inflated. 

A tyre's sidewall offers a wealth of information about the tyre. The following will assist 

in determining a tyre's specifications. 

Take for example the following side wall marking: 225/50 R 16 92V. This is translated as 

follows. 

-225 

This first number measures the width of the tyre from sidewall to sidewall (in 

millimeters) . Therefore the tyre is 225 millimeters wide. 

-so 

The c nd number mea ure the a pect rati . Thi i a rati b twe n th idth and 

height f the tyrc . Therefore, the height of the tyre i, 50% f the \ idth f the l) rc. 

R 

This letter implies that the tyre is a Radial tyre. 

16 

hi number is the diam t r f the rim in in he 

92 

'!hi 

tvr ' . ,; mu 1murn I< d h ull n t 
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Load index ratings determine the maximum load the tyre is made to support. The higher 

the number, the higher load the tyre can support. Load index ratings should also be used 

as a guide to determine the chances of blowouts and pothole dan1age. A low load index 

tyre combined with a thinner sidewall has a greater chance of blowing from potholes and 

construction plates compared to a tyre with a higher load index and thicker sidewall. 

Speed ratings indicate a tyre's top speed under the most optimal conditions. One is not 

supposed to drive above your tyre's speed. 

From an advertising perspective, in the recent past, the tyre companies in Kenya had 

carried their rivalry into advertising campaign . Michelin i xclu ivcly marketed by 

King way Tyres, and Pirelli, i ld I cally by Nyanza P tr lcum calcrs. '1 he industr 

ha a! o witne ·sed in 200 I the entry of a new player in d car Ken a, a j )int cntur 

between the Kenyan retread company Tread etter T re and ood ear uth fric.1. a 

subsidiary of the 

March 12 200 1 ) 

parent company, oodyear Tyre and Rubber. (The Fi.1 ·t Afri an, 

Pr motional strat gy i a contr 11 d ink m mmum :tit n m~.:tht b and 

mat rial de i •ned to pr nt nor it ti \I: \1 ll ll\1: I 
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purchase, in which case they can replace only one or all the tyres depending on the 

intervening circumstances. Decision as to what choice is favourable for the consumer can 

be made on rational or emotional motives. Consumer behaviourists use the term 

rationality in the traditional economic sense, which assumes that consumers behave 

rationally when they carefully consider all alternatives and choose those that give them 

greatest utility. In marketing context the term rationality implies that conswners select 

goals based on totally objective criteria, such as size, weight, price or miles per gallon. 

Emotional motives imply the selection of goals according to personal or subjective 

criteria (Schiffman and Kanuk 2002). 

Aaker (1991) asserts that brands arc strategic a et and a company' primary ourcc of 

competitive advantage. lie further add that brand equity a ct gcn rally add r ubtract 

value for cu tomers . They can help them interpret proce s and ·tore huge quantiti ' · or 
information about products and brands. They al o can affect cu ·t mer' c nfidence in the 

purchase decision (due to either past - use experience or familiarit \\ith the brand <md its 

characteristics). 

"I her ar many step that arc mv h ~.:d in d~.: ' d 1 m , 

r omm nd that th i can l 

und d v lopin' th V"li U pr lu 

11 ' ht.nl. Kltlt (19 )) 
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Kotler ( 1999) further asserts that companies need to go beyond a broad positioning to 

express a more concrete benefit and reason to buy drawing from such possibilities as best 

quality, best performance, most reliable etc. 

The aspect of creating brand identity provides direction, purpose and meaning for the 

brand. It consists of both the core identity and an extended identity. The core identity 

should include elements that make the brand both unique and valuable e.g. Michelin

advanced technology tyres for the driver who is knowledgeable about tyres (Aaker 1996). 

Thus the core identity should usually contribute to the value proposition and to the brands 

ba is for credibi lity. Further more Brand identity should help establish a relation hip 

between the brand and th cu t mer by gen rating a value pr p iti n. Yalu pr position 

is one of the related concepts generated by brand identity. To ftcn a limited, ta tical 

perspective inhibits strategists from building a strong brand e en wh n the p tcntinl 

exists (Aaker 1996). Brand position is that part of the brand identit and 'nlue 

proposition that is to be actively communicated to th targ t "udien' and th" t 

demonstrates an advantage o er competing brand . hu the br nd position 'ttid s th' 

curr nt communication program and i distin t fi· m th t:ncr. I t 1. nd i kntit onstru I 

Aak r 1996 . 

tl 
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A Brand's Value proposition as defined by Aaker (1999) is a statement of the functional , 

emotional and self expressive benefits delivered by the brand that provide value to the 

customer. An effective value proposition should lead to a brand-customer relationship 

and drive purchase decisions. 

The leading brands that the author referred to in his study are Firestone, Michelin and 

Pirelli and Goodyear. These were intentionally selected because, in the author 's opinion, 

are the ones that featured more frequently in adverti sing campaigns. They also had 

slogans that imply the companies' value proposition and hence would be most suitable 

for the study. 

Fire tone has consistently made reference to their brand a being the m ·t ·uitabl ' r r 

African roads which are generally of poor condition. The Fire t ne brand generall ·tate · 

that their tyres are "Built Stronger to fast longer.'' n anal ' i of thi · ·ho\\ the 

fu nctionality aspect of their tyres for the African terrain . All the ther t. ~ lines that the 

come up with for their ariou sub-brand lik .g. in: h ' k • nd · ir~.:st n~; 1· : 70 tubd s ' 

tyr · will all rc olve ar und th f nd dur. l ilit hl)th l)l ' hil:h an~ 

unm 20 J mti n th t th 

I. 



On the other hand Michelin's slogan states, "The finest performances are only those that 

last." This is reinforced with the visual symbol of "Michelin man" whose enthusiastic 

personality represents a tyre with strength and energy (Aaker 1996). With this they 

propose that functionally their tyres are bound to last and are also strong as portrayed by 

the image of the Michelin man. They also bring about the issue of a good performance 

tyre which is an emotional aspect. Nguruna (2002) identifies that a strong symbol can 

provide cohesion and structure to an identity and make it much easier to gain recognition 

and recall. He fmiher adds that its presence can be a key ingredient of brand development 

and its absence can be a substantial handicap. 

Pirelli takes on a more a elf express ive approach with the I gan "Power is nothing 

without control ". lhe brand thus prop e the functi nal a p t f c ntr I and also an 

emoti nal aspect of consumers feeling afe while u ing them. More important\ it is quit' 

strong on the self-expressive attribute with the element of p '' er need in the con ' umer. 

chiffman and Kanuk (2002) de cribe the power n d a ne that rdate.· to an 

individual s desire to control his/her en ironment. 1 hi n cd appear~ to b~.: closd r \at 'd 

to the ego need in that many individual :p\.:ricn l: incn.:, \.:d sdf-~skem \\hen tht: 

ex rei power o er objects or p oplc. A numbu t pr du t • u h . . utt mobik:>, knd 

th rn clve to promi 

n d to control on ' 
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consumer innovators due to the aspect of discovery. Among the adopter categories 

innovators are described to be venturesome hence eager to try new ideas (Schiffman and 

Kanuk 2002) and thus the proposition second phrase of" .. . you explore" would be ideal 

in pushing them to try out the brand. The brand name is also reinforced with the image of 

a winged shoe, which signifies speed. Thus it captures some of the aspects of self-

expressiveness, emotional and functionality of the brand. 

Advertising is obviously an expensive affair for any company to undertake. Management 

is increasingly demanding evidence that advertising and sales promotions impact buyer 

behaviour ( ngel 1991) hence all that is being communicated to the consumers should in 

es cnce be able to drive the de irable purcha e behaviour effectively. All th e 

prop iti n are in the end upp s d t drive buyer bcha i ur. There i ' a gcn ral lack of 

knowledge to show how value proposition affect the arious element ' r '011 ·umcr 

decision making process. Where this actual! happen , and to \\hat e. ·tent the elt:mcnt · r 

the value proposition may contribute in driving purcha e deci i the area that the 

author intends to investigate. The element of value pr p it ion i als one that hm e n t 

received a lot of attention in res arch thu th n.: i a gl:nl;r, I I, k r k.no\\ k i l ' in this 

field . 

'I h a I ct o •ll u iti 
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1.3 Statement of the problem 

The fundamentals of value proposition are to offer functional, emotional and self

expressive benefits that are supposed to influence the consumer in driving the purchase 

decision. This paper aimed at going further to determine the areas in which value 

proposition has an effect in influencing purchase decision in the consumer decision 

making process. 

As mentioned previously, majority of consumers do not have any input as to the choice of 

brand of tyre during motor vehicle purchase. The only time that marketing forces an 

inOuencc the choice of brand deci i n i during replac m nt pur hasc. This paper thus 

eek to examine where and how in the buying process doc aluc pr p sition inllu nc' 

con umers in driving the purchase decision? 

1.4 Objective of the tud 

The objective of the tudy was· 

• To detcrmin how and when:\'< IUt.: pr p iti n m 

makin • pn 
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and meaning for the brand. A lot of resources are utilized in commg up with 

communication in building up a brand identity in the market. Brands are strategic assets 

and a company's primary source of competitive advantage. Brand equity assets generally 

add or subtract value for customers. They can help them interpret process and store huge 

quantities of information about products and brands. They also can affect customer's 

confidence in the purchase decision (Aaker 1996). It is thus important that those that 

greatly influence consumer purchase decisions be given more attention and exploited to 

their greatest benefits. 

This study hopes to estab li sh more information about value proposition and how it can be 

u cd to drive purchase decision. It also seck to explore how effectively each of the 

clement can be u ed in coming up with c mmunicati n m ag t the consumer'. 

which can also be a basis for developing point of differcntiati n. The recognized nl:cd is 

to develop sustainable competitive advantage ba ed on non-price competition. 

This study will also help marketing tratcgi t in making dl: i i n' a' to ht '' to full 

exploit their brand asset in order to ma:imi:Zl: thdr bu inl:s stn.:ngthl:nin l it \\ ith 

appropriate value prop ition 

·r he tudy can d u 
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It can also be used to evaluate the importance of each of the elements of the value 

proposition across industries so that brand strategists will avoid making blanket 

assumptions about brand strategies across industries and products. 



CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.0 Introduction 

The purpose of this chapter is to elaborate the aspect of the brand identity system together 

with the related concept of value proposition and its elements. The brand identity needs 

to provide a value proposition (whose central concepts are functional , emotional and self 

expressive benefits) to the customer and drive purchase decision. 

The chapter will also look into the factors that influence purchase behaviour an1ong 

consumers and look at whether and how value proposition ha been used to influence the 

same. The chapter will linally attempt to attempt to e tabli h the branding strategies a 

relate to value pr p ·ition that have ad pted by tyrc indu try inK n a. 

2.1 Brand Identity 

Brand identity has been described a a unique et of brand a . o 'iations that thl! t rand 

strategist aspires to create or maintain. Tht.: e a rcprc cnt "h. t th ~.: brand stands 

for and imply a promi e to cu t m~.:r th m th~.: or'· niz til n tn~.;tnb~.;r. A.1k r \996). I k 

further argu that it ~ hould h lp I ti n hip t t\\u.n th~,; lt.m I .md ustomu 

by ' ncratin • 'I v tlu pr 1 iti n in I m 

I ·n ti t . 
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organization (organizational attributes, local versus global), brand-as-person (brand 

personality, brand-customer relationships), brand - as - symbol (visual imagery/ 

metaphors and brand heritage) 

Aaker (1996) flliiher describes the brand identity structure as including a core and 

extended identity. The core identity is said to be the central, timeless essence of the brand 

and is most likely to remain constant as the brand travels to new markets and products. 

The extended identity includes brand identity elements, organized into cohesive and 

meaningful groupings that provide texture and completeness. 

Aaker (1996) has developed a brand identity planning model (fig 2.1) which recommends 

that a firm hould consider its brand a ; (I) a product, (2) an organizatit n, ( ) a person, 

and (4) a symbol. I Ic goes on to state that their per ·pcctive · arc vcr diffl:rcnt. Their goa l 

is to help the brand strategist to consider different brand element · and patterns that can 

help clarify, enrich and differentiate an identity. 



FIG 2.1. BRAND IDENTITY PLANNING MODEL 

BRAND IDENTITY SYSTEM 

Brand as Brand as 
Product organization 
I. Product 7. Organization 

scope attributes (e.g. 
2. Product innovation, 

attributes consumer 
3. Quality/ concern, 

value trustworthiness 
4. Uses 8. Local vs. Global 
5. Users 
6. Country 

of origin 

VAL 
Functional Emotional elf expressive 

benefits benefits benefits 

ource: Aaker, U.A ( 1996). Building trong brand 

Brand as Brand as 
person symbol 

9. Personality I I . Visual 
(e.g. genuine, imagery 
energetic and 
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Despite this, Aaker (1996) cautions that not every brand identity needs to employ all or 

even several of these perspectives. He adds that for some brands only one will be viable 

and appropriate . Each brand should however consider all of the perspectives and use 

those that are helpful in articulating what the brand should stand for in the customer's 

mind. 

The core and extended identities orgamze the identity elements as to their role in 

representing the essence of the brand. The brand identity elements can also be organized 

into cohesive and meaningful groupings (or mental networks), usually around the core 

identity components. trong effective brands will have cohesive and interpretable 

groupings of identity element . ln contrast, weaker brand wi ll hav an identity ba cd on 

fewer clement and tho ' C clement will appear disj in ted or even inconsist nt 

(Aakerl996). 

2.2 Providing a value propo ition 

nless the role of a brand i imply to upp rt oth~:r br nlL by pn vidin~1 t.:rcdibilit tht: 
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2.2.1 Functional benefits 

Aaker (1996) describes functional benefits as the most visible basis for a value 

proposition. He adds that they are benefits based on a product attribute that provides 

functional utility to the customer. Such benefit will usually relate to the functions 

performed by the product or service for the customer. Functional benefits especially those 

based upon attributes have direct links to customer decisions and use experience. He 

concludes that if a brand can dominate a key functional benefit, it can dominate a 

category. 

The challenge is to select functional benefits that will "ring" the bell with consumers and 

that will support a strong brand position relative to competitor . The latter task involves 

not only creating apr duct or ·crvicc that deliver ' but al·o c mmunic ting that capabilit 

to customers. Findings from Nguruna (2002) imply that functional bcndits alwa s form 

an important part of identity because the are direct\) linked to brand choice decisions 

and use experience. 

However, functional benefits do ha\'e th ir limitation .. 1 he) ~ue often linked to fair! 

basic motivations such as p ychological and fct) n~.:~.:d . • md im t1h c a ksirc to satisr •, 

problem r mov I or avoid, nc K II I l ,lil to dilh:t ntiat~.:, .m b~.: l:as · 
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2.2.2 Emotional benefits 

According to Aaker (1996) a brand is considered to provide an emotional benefit when 

the purchase or use of a particular brand gives the customer a positive feeling. The 

strongest brand identities often include emotional benefits. He further states that 

emotional benefits add richness and depth to the experience of owning and using the 

brand. Most functional benefits will have a corresponding feeling or set of feelings. The 

strongest brand identities have both functional and emotional benefits and recommends 

fusing the two in order to create a composite. 

Keller (1998) refers to emotional benefit as experiential benefits and argues that these 

benefits relates to what it feels like t u e the pr duct or the ·ervice and can correspond 

to both product related attribute· a well a· non pr duct related attribute· such a~ ·en~ r 

pleasure (sight, taste, sound, smell or feel), variet) and cogniti\e timulati n. 

motional rewards are often at the heart of the moti\ ati n that build-; the \ ulu' )[brand 

equity. Emotions help gi\'c product meaning and incrca. c prl duct use s.1tisl~1ction \\ hik 

also enhancing product perc ptions (i guruna 200_ . 
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cannot be explained by knowledge about beliefs. This liking component is presumed to 

be based on the attitude toward the ad as well as exposure effects. 

Those ads that evoke positive feelings reduce the total amount of thinking that consumers 

go through about the reasons stated in the ad and why that brand is better. They further 

note that the ads evoking feelings are most likely to be needed when consumers have a 

low level of intrinsic interest in the product category or brand, so that they are not 

forming deeply considered attitudes. This is most likely to happen in the mature stages of 

the product (Batra, Myers and Aaker, 1996). 

Aaker (1996) state that there can be a et of feeling and emotions attached to a brand 

personality ju t as there arc t a per n. uch ' me brands an be ~ ggn;s. i c and push 

while others can be warm and empath tic. uch u 'e fa brand can cau ·c fc lings and 

emotions to emerge. These feelings can be part of self-e. pre ion. warm 1 ~r on ' ill be 

most fulfilled when a warm feeling occur imilarly an aggre, iYe persc n ''ill se~k. out 

contexts where aggression is accepted. 
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2.2.3 Self expressive benefits 

Aaker (1996) states that a brand can provide self expressive benefits by providing a way 

for a person to communicate his or her self image. Brands and products can become 

symbols of a person's self concept. However, he continues to say that each person has 

multiple roles. For each role, the person will have an associated self concept and a need 

to express that self concept. He further adds that when a brand provides self expressive 

benefit, the connection between the brand and the customer is heightened. 

Keller (1998) further refers to these benefits as symbolic benefits and argues that they are 

more extrinsic advantages of product or service con umption and usually correspond to 

non product related attributes c p cially u er imagery. In this ca · ~,; s mbolic b 'n fits 

relate to underlying needs for social approval r per · nal ·pre ·sion and outer din; ·t~,;d 

self esteem. Thus consumers may value the pre tige e ·clu i' it' or fa ·hionnbilit r a 

brand because of ho it relates to their elf con pt. ) mb lie benefit , ·h uld b · 

especially relevant for socially vi ible "'badge" produ ·t.. A badge produ ·t i · one "here 

consumers belie e that brand u ag ignal or om~..:) . ome imp rtant inl\.mnation about 

the P r on to oth rs. 
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• Public settings and products rather than the private ones 

• Aspiration and future rather than memories of the past 

• The permanent rather than the transitory 

• The act of using the product rather than the consequence of using the product 

Aaker (1996) suggests that a brand personality and self expression needs must fit. In 

order to be effective, a brand personality needs to be desirable and imp01iant enough to 

matter to the person using the brand. The person should feel better because of an 

association with the brand. A personality that is off target will not work. He further adds 

that brand personality effects might be larger for a visible, involv ing product like cars and 

clothes. When the fit between brand per nality, the context, and the sci f expr ss ive need 

i ri ght, however, any brand per nality may facilitate id ntity pr . 1 n. 

2.2.4 The role of price 

Aaker (1996) states that a brand's price i · al o related to the benelit · that the brand 

provides. A price that is too high relative to the benefit: "ill under ut the product or 

ervice's value proposition. a brand arc n t cvalu. kd in h;p~.:ndcnt ofpri '~.: 11~.: 'autions 

that a brand that i n to be \ apri ~.:d hy it ll t mu \ ill 11l I l r~.: \\',ll <.k tl C\t.: 11 if' 
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FIG 2.2 VALUE PROPOSITION 

Functional 
Benefits 

Emotional 
benefits 

Self expressive 
benefits 

Relative 
pnce 

Value proposition 

Price is however a complex construct. While a higher pnce can reduce the value 

proposition, it can also signal higher quality as long as con umcrs take it a true (Aaker 

1996). 

Heavy u ers of a brand are concerned with obtaining go d alue in all their J Urchas ::; 

and tend to be attracted to whate er brand i · on ·ale Batra, 1 er and akcr 1996). 

Aaker (1996) thus recommends that in value propo.ition focus n bcnclit: rather than 
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2.3 Brand-value proposition-customer relationship 

Aaker (1996) asserts that a brand customer relationship can be based upon a value 

proposition. The relationship may need to emanate directly from the brand identity 

especially when the value proposition does not effectively capture the relationship. Many 

brand customers relationships emerge when the brand is considered as an organization or 

as a person, rather than a product. 

Organizational associations might translate into a respect or liking that forms the basis for 

a relationship. Despite this, Nguruna (2002) reported that consumers did not however 

really care whether a brand a an organization, for inno ativcnl; of thl; organization 

behind the brand and commitment to m dcrnizing it ' manufacturing t chn )I g r 'ally 

mattered to the test ubjccts . llowever ju t the fact that the orgnniwti n inc )l'j orat, 1 

local raw materials was a major determinant of brand ch ice \\ ith 9°'o re ' P nding 

strongly agree. 

Relationship b t\vccn a brand and a u t mt.:r rlin'IOA.1ht 199)) ·.mh~..:bn.~..:don 
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2.4 Consumer purchase decision making levels 

A decision can be described as a selection of an option from two or more alternative 

choices. Not all consumer decision situations require or receive the same degree of 

information search. Howard ( 1989)posits that on a continuum of effort ranging from very 

high to very low, we can distinguish three specific levels of consumer decision making; 

extensive problem solving, limited problem solving and routinized response behaviour. 

When consumers have no established criteria for evaluating a product category or 

specific brands in that category or have not narrowed the number of brands they will 

consider to a small , manageable sub et, their decision making efforts can be cia sified as 

extensive problem solving. At this level the c nsumer needs a great deal of information 

toe tabli h a et of criteria on which to judge ' pcci!ic brands and a corrcspon ling larg 

amount of information concerning each f the brand · to be con ·idered (II ward I ) 9) . 

At the level of limited problem olving. Howard ( 19 9) state: that ·onsumcJ" alrcad 

have established the ba ic criteria for evaluating the pr duct c.ncgl)l') .md the , arious 

brands in the category. Ilowc\ cr. they h, 'c n )\ ully ct. blish~ i pr -r~ r~n cs ct nccrnin 1 a 
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small amounts of additional information; in others they simply review what they already 

know. 

Kotler (2000) on the other hand describes the varying degrees of consumer decision 

making as falling into four categories that bear resemblance to Howard (1989) model. lie 

has described them as; a complex buying behaviour exhibited when consumers are highly 

involved in a purchase and are aware of significant brand differences. The product will 

usually be expensive, bought infrequently, risky or highly expressive. 

Dissonance reducing buyer behaviour according to Kotler (2000) is exhibited when a 

consumer is highly involved in a purcha e but se little differenc in th brands. The 

high involvement i exhibited due t the fa t that th' purchase is cxpcnsi c, ri sk or 

infrequent. The buyer will hop around to learn what i 0 a ailable but ' ill bu !'air! 

quickly. After the purchase the con umer might e ·perience di oonance that otem 0 from 

noticing certain disquieting feature or hearing fa\ curable thing abc ut other brand 0
• The 

consumer will be alert to information that ·upport hi. or hl:r dcc1sion. 

I Iabitual buying b haviour 
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Kotler (2000) advises that to understand how consumers actually make their buying 

decisions, marketers must identify who makes and has input into the buying decision. 

People can be initiators, influencers, deciders, buyers or users and thus different 

campaigns might be targeted for each type of person. 

2.5 Views of consumer decision making 

This aspect aims at examining the models of consumers in terms of the following four 

views as postulated by Schiffman and Kanuk (2000). These include economic view, 

passive view, cognitive view and emotional view. It attempt to look at how and why 

individuals behave as they do. 

An economic view is derived fr m the field f theoretical ccon mics v. hi h portrn s a 

world of perfect competition, and the con umer ha<> ftcn been characteri:tcd as makin , 

rational decisions. This has hov,:ever been hea' il) criti i ed b) c n 'Umer re ·enrchcrs for 

a number of reasons. To behave rationally in the economi' sen 'e a consumer \\ ould hm e 

to be aware of all a ailable pr duct altc.:rnati\·c , be blc t) rank c.: a ' h .11tu nati\ e in terms 

of its benefits and di adv nta • nd b~.: • bit: t id~.:nti( · Ilk l)l1c.: b st altc.:rnati\ e. 
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preference formation strategy that is other based in which they allow another person to 

make the selection for them (Schiffman and Kanuk 2000). 

2.6 Consumer decision making model 

The author will refer to Schiffman and Kanuk (2000) who have proposed a simple model 

of the consumer decision making model that reflects the cognitive (i.e. problem solving) 

consumer and to some degree the emotional consumer (fig 2.3). the model is designed to 

tie together many of the ideas on consumer decision making although the authors caution 

that it does not presume to provide an exhaustive picture of the complexities of consumer 

decision making. Rather, it is designed to synthesize and coordinate relevant concepts 

into a significant whole. The model con i t of three maj r components: input, procc s 

and output a depicted by figure 2.3. 

2.6.1 Input 

chiffman and Kanuk (2000) de cribe input in the con.·umer deci i n nhlk.ing modd as 

one that draws from external inOucn c that . cl'\t: • sour cs t r inC nnation about a 

Particular product and inOut.:nl:c 

b haviour. 'I h ontinu t 
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FIG 2.3 A SIMPLE MODEL OF CONSUMER DECISION MAKING 
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2.6.2 Process 

Schiffman and Kanuk (2000) describe the process component of the model as one that is 

concerned with how consumers make decisions, which involve complex psychological 

concepts. They further add that the psychological field represents the internal influences 

(motivation, perception, learning, personality and attitudes) that affect consumer's 

decision making processes (what they need or want, their awareness of various product 

choices, their information gathering activities and their evaluation of alternatives. 

As depicted in fig 2.1 the act of making a consumer decision consists of three stages; 

need recognition, pre-purchase search and evaluation of alternatives. 

• Need recognition 

The buying process starts when a buyer recogmze a problem or need. This can be 

triggered by external or internal ' timuli . Ace rding , hi ffman and Kanuk (2000) th r, 

seems to be two different need recognition ·t l~s among consumers. , 'om· ar • a ·tual 

state types, who perceive that the) ha e a probl~m when a product fail· to perform 

satisfactorily (e.g. a new t)re getting frequent punctures). ther consumers are desired 

state types, for whom the de ire for om thing n w may trigger the deci"iion proccs , (e.g. 

replacing worn out tyres). 

• Prc-purcha c arch 

An arou cd on um ·r \\ill l in lin lt hI 1 Ill ll: infotnwtitm (Kotlu _000) . 'I h~: 
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• Evaluation of alternatives 

Kotler (2000) asserts that there is no single evaluation process used by all consumer or 

by one consumer in all buying situations. The most current models ee the proces as 

cognitively oriented in that the conswner forms judgements largely on a conscious and 

rational basis . He concludes by saying that the consumer will be largely looking to satisfy 

a need, look for certain benefits and see the product as a bundle of attributes with varying 

abilities of delivering the benefits sought to satisfy this need. 

Schiffman and Kanuk (2000) on the other hand argue that when evaluating potential 

alternatives, consumers tend to use two types of information: (1) a " li st" of brands from 

which they plan to make their election (i.e. the evoked set) and (2) th criteria they, ill 

use to evaluate each brand. Thi ' i ' n t a ·imple pr cc. s. For a product to lx: in th ~.: choi , 

set, the consumer mu t have interacted with the pr duct ·a) thr ugh adv~.:rti~ing in rd r 

to create a favourable attitude leading to purcha e. 1 he imp rtan e or attention ·n:ation 

through advertising has been ackno\\ !edged in most adn~rtising proccs:ing model , 

(Rossiter and Percy 1983 ), but de pile tremendou. aml unt t)f mt ncy SJ ent on bu ·ing 

consumer attention, little or no n.: ~.:ar h i d n~.: t n l:On umer att '11llon (.!anisic\\ ski 

1994). 
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purchase. The ability to undertake any of these will largely depend on the product class in 

consideration. 

As regards the post purchase evaluation Schiffman and Kanuk (2000) asserts that as 

consumers use a product particularly during trial purchase they evaluate its performance 

in view of their own expectations. There are three possible outcomes of these evaluations; 

(1) actual performance matches expectations, leading to a neutral feeling (2) performance 

exceeds expectations causing what is known as positive disconfirmation of expectations 

(which leads to satisfaction) and (3) performance is below expectations causing negative 

disconfirmation of expectations and dissati sfaction. Schiffman and Kanuk (2000) asseti 

that for each of these three outcome consumer ' expectation and sati sfactions arc 

closely linked; i.e. con umer tend t j udg their ~xpc ri c nccs aga in, t th~ ir ~.:x pc ' lations 

when performing a po t purcha e evaluation. 

Another important component of post purcha ·e eYaluation i.' the n.:duction of un ·ertnint 

or doubt that the consumer might have had about the selection. lh~.:n tr~ to reassure 

themselves that their choice \\'a th~.: "i t: 11~.: ' th. t i. tht:~ try to tt:du ' C post ( Urchasc 

cognitive di sonan c.: ( ... chi tm 11 11 K nuk-
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2. 7 Value proposition and positioning in the tyre industry 

Positioning as defined by Kotler (2000) is the effort to implant the offerings of key 

benefits and differentiation in the customer's mind through various communications. On 

the other hand Batra Myers and Aaker (1996) describe positioning as not what you do to 

the product, but what you do to the consumer's mind through various communications. 

(In the author's case the focus being use of value proposition). 

Batra Myers and Aaker (1996) note that the key idea in positioning strategy is that the 

consumer must have a clear idea of what your brand tands for in the product category, 

and that a brand cannot be harply and di tinctly p itioned if it tries to b ever thin ) to 

every one. uch positioning i · achieved mo ·tl through a brand's mark 'ting 

communications, although its di ·tribution, pricing, packaging and actual pr )duct fcatur •s 

also play major roles. 

Batra Myers and Aaker ( 1996) argue that a p . itionin~ trat~gy 1s \ it.1I to 1 rm ide fo ·us 

to the development of an d\ u1isin ' mp. 1 n. 'll11.:y i k nti f ' . ~..:\ 1.:11 approaches 10 

po itioning str t gy, om~.: of' hi h h '~.: 
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• Positioning by price and quality. Batra Myers and Aaker (1996) note that the price 

quality is so important that it needs to be considered in any positioning decision. 

This is well captured by Michelins slogan "Good performances arc those that 

last". The slogan captures the aspect of quality tyres and durability, with an 

emotional appeal , thus are capable of charging some of the highest prices in the 

market. 

• Positioning by use or application. This can be seen in Pirellis slogan that states 

"Power is nothing without control" which suggest that their tyres should be used 

in powerful cars for better control. 

• Positi ning by product u cr. 'l he pr duct is p sitioncd in terms c r a targ t us r 

group (Kotler 2000). 1 hi ha · been adopted by io Ki car tyrc · "hos, slogan 

states "We discover you explore". Thi · would appeal to · m:umcr innovator ·. 

• Positioning by cultural ymbol 

• Positioning by product cia 

• Po itioning by compditor 
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essence this has resulted in advertising clutter. As the Kenyan economy continues to 

expand and competition intensifies, the role of advertising is bound to become more 

critical in determining the success or failure of brand and by extension that of companies. 

Despite this, advertising plays a significant role in initiating the impressions that get into 

consumer-level brand equity. Aaker and Biel (1993) echo these words and argue that 

along with personal experience, advertising is an undeniable important force in creating 

brand equity. Aaker and Biel (1993) further notes that advertising drive brand equity by 

creating or enhancing brand image. 

As part of the message execution tn adverti sing there is extensive usc of slogans to 

convey the brand attributes to the consumer ' ., logan can be des rib 'd as short phras s 

that communicate descriptive or per ·ua ·i c information ab )Ut th ' bran I '" hil;h ap1 ar in 

advertising but can play an important ro le in packaging and in thl.!r aspc ·t , of th , 

marketing program (Keller 1998). 
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they are extremely efficient, shorthand means to build brand equity. They can function as 

useful "hooks" or "handles to help consumers grasp the meaning of a brand in terms of 

what the brand is or is not. As elaborated in chapter one the slogans used by the various 

tyre companies in their communication contain varying elements of the value proposition 

and as yet there is no concrete evidence to show how effective each of the elements is in 

driving purchase behaviour despite their use in positioning the brands in the market. 



CHAPTER 3: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Research design 

This was a descriptive study of the influence of value proposition in consumer deci ion

making process in driving purchase decision. This was because a de criptive study 

presupposes much prior knowledge about the phenomenon being studied . 
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Michelin tyre center Kingsway, Pirelli tyre center Mombasa road, Total petrol station 

South C (Firestone distributor) and Treadsetters Industrial area (Good year tyres 

distribution center). These were selected because they were the ones that handled the 

highest number of clients for each brand as per information from the respective 

companies. The researcher aimed at a sample size of 200 respondents equally divided 

amongst the chosen centers. Only respondents who requested for the brands mentioned in 

this study were interviewed. This was due to the assumption that they had gone through 

the decision making process and had come up with their choice. Hence they were the best 

study subjects to determine how value proposition influenced their choice if at all it did . 

3.4 Data collection method 

The data collecti n instrument was a ·emi-structured questionnaire \ ith u lik rt s ·al 

forming the bulk of the questionnaire . It tarted '"'ith demographic data and m Hor ehicle 

details then proceeded to a Iikert cale. \\ hich was to C<lpture the degree · to ,, hich the 

elements of value proposition affected con ·umer' boice or dtiTerent brand: and finall 

captured the influence of \'alue pr po. iti n < t \\ riou . le\ el l r the ·onsumcr decision 

making procc. s. ~ ach brand lo n "· irdu • · l'lmin kr in th questionnaire for 

each r sp ctivc bran out! t 
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3.5 Data analysis 

The major tools of analysis were descriptive statistics. Percentages, frequencies and mean 

scores were used to summarize the data. Cross tabulation was also applied and 

comparisons across brands made. 



CHAPTER 4: DATA FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS 

4.1 Introduction 

The survey was carried out using questionnaires. Out of 200 questionnaires distributed , 

128 were received back. This represented a response rate of 64%. The survey was on the 

responsiveness of customers to value proposition in driving purchase behaviour of 

selected company tyre brands. There were four selected tyre brands. The questionnaire 

was divided into three sections of which section one was to collect information on the 

demographic data and the motor vehicle details. Section two was to collect data on the 

degrees to which the elements of value proposition affected customer's choice of 

different brands. The third part was intended to capture the inOucn c ofvalu propositi n 

on various levels of the cust mer decision-making process . 

4.2 Demographic Data 

TABLE 4.2.1 
Gender of the re ·pondent ' Frequenc~ Percent 

Male 77.5 

em ale 

Total R pon c II I 100 

77.5% ol th rc th t tl 
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According to age, 6% of the respondents were aged between 20 - 29 years, 74% of the 

respondents were aged between 30 - 39 years, 17% of the respondents were aged 

between 40 - 49 years and 3% of the respondents indicated their age category as 50-59 

years. This implies that majority of the respondents were middle persons who would be 

said that they like to have a car with good tyres for a speedy and good drive. 

FIGURE 4.2.2: MODEL OF CAR OWNED/DRIVEN AND CC RATING 

CORONt 1400 

SUBARJ 1800 CC 

BMW 1800 CC 

TOYOTA (RAV4) 

3400 cc 

•••••~~=~!E~;:gorFI I600 

MIISUBISIII 1600 

MIT UBISIII 2000 

· -· cc 

0% 5% 10% 

ource: Re pon e Data 

The majority, 32% of th 
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00 
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1 
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TABLE 4 2 3· . . . 
Year of manufacture Frequency Valid Percent 

1991 3 8% 

1992 4 9% 

1995 6 14% 

1996 13 30% 

1997 6 14% 

1998 7 16% 

1999 4 9% 

Total Responses 43 100 

Source: Response data 

The year of manufacture of the car the re pondent drive wer indicated by 8% or th 

re pondent as 1991 , 9% indicated the year or manufactun: as 1992, 14% indi ·a ted 1 <)<) 

while, 30% indicated the year of manufacture a · 1996. 14% indicatec.l 1997, 1 o 
0 

of the 

respondents 1998 and 9°/o indicated the year of manufacture a · 1999. 



FIGURE 4.2.4: SOURCES OF ADVERTISEMENTS FREQUENTLY SEEN BY 

RESPONDENTS 

91% 

100% 

90% 

80%. 

70% 

60% 

27% 27% 50% PERCENT 

- LJ lJ 
40% 

16% 30% 

EJ 20% 

10% 

0% 
RADIO TELEVISION BILLBOARDS NEWSPAPER 

SOURCES OF ADVERTI EMENTS 

Source: Response data. 

On the sources of advertisements the respond nt frequent ly se , 16% of th respondents 

indicated the frequently get the tyre advcrtiserm:nts b means of radio \\ hilc 27o,
0 

or th 

respondent through the television, an vCrv helming 91 °/o or indicated th , n; . •i ed l re 

advertisements through billboards and 27% indicated the) rccei\ ed lyre a lverti ·enH.:nts 

through newspapers. 

TABLE 4.2.5: LO 0\\ B\ R • PO DF T~' 

Brand . logan r· quenc~ Percent 

47 

_, 



As for the slogans that affect the customers' choices, 3 7% of the respondents indicated 

they have heard or seen advertisements with the slogan "Built longer to last longer", 16% 

are aware of advertisements with the slogan" We discover you explore "while, 26% 

indicated they have seen or heard advertisements with the slogan "Power is nothing 

without control" and 21% of the respondents indicated they have seen or heard 

advertisements with the slogan "The finest performances are only those that last. " 

Cross tabulation of the slogans and the degrees to which the elements of value 

proposition affected customer's choice of different brands. There were four different 

brand slogans that the customers had to comment on. The slogans were "Power is nothing 

without control" , The finest performances arc only those that last", "We discover, you 

explore", and "Built str nger to Ia t I nger". lhl:St.: slogans' ere cross tabulat 'd , ith th , 

customers ' experiences about the brand . Finding · \Vcrc that, for tht.: slogan "Pow 'r is 

nothing without control" the re pondent trongly agreed \\ ith sc' era! proposition , and 

experiences. 12% strongly agreed that the tyrc · tread \\ c.u "ill sen c its full e. pee ted 

mileage and 79% agreed, 12% trongly agreed that the t~rc is durable and \\ill last 1 mg 

and 79% agreed 70% indicat d th t contr llin th~.: ~. r \\hilt.: drivin!.), on the 1 res is 

excellent whil 21% indi , ted th t it i ·' •r~.:~.:d that the t\ n.:s 

bl 

all 1 ll 



TABLE 4 2 6· POWER IS NOTHING WITHOUT CONTROL ... 
AGREE/ 

STRONGLY AGREE/ VERY 

BRAND EXPERIENCE EXCELLENT GOOD TOTAL 

The tyres tread wear will serve its full -expected mileage 12% 79% 91% 

The tyre is durable and will last long 12% 79% 91% 

Controlling the car while driving on the tyres should be .. 70% 2 1% 91% 

The tyres have a low chance of experiencing blow outs or damage 12% 70% 82% 

I will get a positive feeling by buying the tyres 18% 39% 57% 

Buying the tyres will help me express my inner self 0% 67% 67% 

The tyres will give me value for money 12% 79% 91% 

On the slogan that "The finest performances are on ly those that last", on cross tabulating, 

41% of the respondents indicated that they strongly agreed that th tyre tread wear wi II 

serve its full expected mileage and 59% agreed. 1 he amc pr p rtion also indi a ted th 

same agreement levels for the prop ·ition that the t rc i durable and will last long. 1 1 o.
0 

indicated that controlling the car while dri,·ing on the t. res is e eel lent and 890 ·0 indicated 

that it is good. 30% of the re pondent · indicated that they strong!) agree that the t •res 

have a low chance of a blow out or damage and 70% agr~.:cd. I 5% indi ·a tcd that the 

strongly agree that they get po ith t.: cdin' b) bu) in ' th~.: t\ I"l's and _6% .tgr~.:~.:d, 44o 
0 

indicated that th y agrc d that bu in th ill hc.:l1 th~.:m c ~ 1 ss th~.:ir innt.:r 

mon y md 51 Xl •rc . 



TABLE 4.2.7: THE FINEST PERFORMANCES ARE ONLY THOSE THAT 

LAST 
STRONGLY AGREE/ 

AGREE/ VERY 

Brand experience EXCELLENT GOOD TOTAL 

The tyres tread wear will serve its full-expected mileage 41% 59% 100% 

The tyre is durable and will last long 41% 59% 100% 

Controlling the car while driving on the tyres shou ld be .. II % 89% 100% 

The tyres have a low chance of experiencing blow outs or damage 30% 70% 100% 

I will get a positive feeling by buying the tyres 15% 26% 41% 

Buying the tyres will help me express my inner self 0% 44% 44% 

The tyres will give me value for money 41% 59% 100% 

On the slogan that "We discover, you explore", on cross tabulating, all of the respondents 

indicated that they agreed that the tyre tread wear will rvc its full expected mileage, that 

the tyre is durable and will Ia t long, that controlling the car whil drivin) on the lyres i 

excellent, that th tyrcs have a low chance fa blov. out or damage, and that th t res 

will give them value for their monc). 62% indicated that the agr ·~:d that th, get 

positive feeling by buying the t) re and 81% agr~~d that bu) ing the t) re, help , them 

express their inner selves. 



On the slogan that "Built stronger to last longer", on cross tabulating, 47% of the 

respondents indicated that they strongly agreed that the tyre tread wear will serve its full 

expected mileage and 43% agreed. 68% strongly agreed and 32% agreed that the tyre is 

durable and will last long. 11% indicated that controlling the car while driving on the 

tyres is excellent and 62% indicated that it is good. 51% of the respondents indicated that 

they strongly agree that the tyres have a low chance of a blow out or damage and 38% 

agreed. 11% indicated that they strongly agree that they get positive feeling by buying the 

tyres and 21% agreed, 11% indicated that they strongly agreed that buying the tyres will 

help them express their inner feelings, 89% indicated that they strongly agreed that the 

tyres give them value for their money and 11 % agreed . 

TABLE 4.2.9: BUlL T TRONGER TO LAST LQ_NGER 
'STRONGLY 

A(.REE/ ACREE/Vl•, RY 

Brand Experience EX l~ L tNT (,()()1) TOTAL 

The tyres tread wear will serve its full-expected mileage <17<!-o ·11% 90°u 

The tyre is durable and wi ll last long 68~<> J20ij - 1001\o 

Controlling the car while driving on the t}res hould be .. II 0o - -62°o 7 o;, 

The tyres have a low chance of experiencing blo" out or d, llMI!c )J 0o - - -.18% 89°o 

I will get a positive feeling by buying the t) re II% 21% J10' - ,o 

Buying the tyres will help me e:prc s my inna df II 0 o II % 

The tyres will give me value for mon y '9% II 0 11 100% 

4.3 '..1 m ·nt () Valul· Prupu itiun \fl tinu II IOIIH I, ' ( huin ut n. ands 

I h ty1 mp ni th 11 1i h lin 1n I < nltl I) u. 

Ill 11 
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the customers indicated that controlling the car while driving on the Pirelli tyres should 

be excellent. They agreed with the proposition that the tyres tread wear will serve its full-

expected mileage, that the tyre was durable and would last long, that Pirelli gave them 

value for their money, that Pirelli tyres had a low chance of experiencing blow outs or 

damage, that buying Pirelli tyres would help them express their i1mer selves and that they 

got a positive feeling by buying Pirelli tyres. The overall mean score or mean of means 

for the Pirelli brand was 2.13, which implied that the customers generally agreed with 

Pirelli's value propositions. 

TABLE 4.3.1: CUSTOMERS LEVELS OF AGREEMENT WITH PIRELLI'S 

VALUE PROPOSITIONS 

VALUE PROPOSITIONS Mean LEVEL OF AGREEMENT 

Controlling the car while driving on Pirelli 

t es should be.. _ _ 1.48 EX ELLENT 

The tyre tread wear w ill serve it full - -----

ex ected mileage 2. 15 A .RE ., 
-----

The tyre is durable and will las t long 2. 1 G REI•. 

Pirell i will give me value for money 2.15 GR • 

----~- r-----~ ------~ 

Pirelli tyres have a low chance of 

experiencing blowouts or damage 

Buying Pire ll i tyres will help me e pre 

m inner self A .RE •. 
~~~~~~--~~~~~------r--j------ ---------
I will get a positive feeling by buying 

Pirelli t ·res 

M A 0 
Rc pl)n I t . 

A n in 'J bl 
. 
Ill I th It ulntwllin • 

th II' \ hil 

\ ith th lh II 



agreed that buying Michelin tyres would help them express their inner selves and that 

they got a positive feeling by buying Michelin tyres . The overall mean score or mean of 

means for the Michelin brand was 1.19, which implied that the customers generally 

strongly agreed with Michelin' s value propositions. 

TABLE 4.3.2: CUSTOMERS' LEVELS OF AGREEMENT WITH MICHELIN'S 

VALUE PROPOSITIONS 

Mean LEVEL OF AGREEMENT 

Controlling the car while driving on 

Michelin tyres should be .. 

The tyres tread wear will serve its full

ex ected mileage 

The re is durable and will last Ion 

Michelin will ivc me va lue for money 

Michelin tyrc have a low chance of 

ex eriencing bl wouts ..! damage 

Buying Michelin tyres will help me 

ex ress m inner elf 

I will get a posi ti ve fee ling by buying 

1.59 EXCELLENT 

1.59 STRONGLY AGREE 

1.59 STRONGLY AGREE 

1.70 TRONGLY AGREE 

~M~i~c~h~el~in~t ~r~es~-----------------r---t--------~GR
4 4--------~ 

Overall 1.99 
--------'--

' RO y I GRE j 

ource: Response Data. 
-----J 

As se n in Tabl 4."' . bd w. n I. n tlk ~.:u ll mn~ tndi at~.:d that 

c ntro ll ing th ul 
'Ot d. 'I h~.:\ .t 't'l. ~.: I 

\ ith the p10p it 
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mean of means for the Goodyear brand was 2.08, which implied that the customers 

generally agreed with Goodyear's value propositions. 

TABLE 4.3.3: CUSTOMERS' LEVELS OF AGREEMENT WITH MICHELIN'S 

VALUE PROPOSITIONS 
Mean LEVEL OF AGREEMENT 

The tyres tread wear will serve its full-

expected mileage 
2.00 VERY GOOD 

The tyre is durable and will last long 
2.00 AGREE 

Controlling the car while driving on 

Goodyear tyres should be .. 
2.00 AGREE 

Firestone tyres have a low chance of 

experiencing blowouts or damage 
2.00 AGREE 

Goodyear will give me value for money 
2.00 AGRE " --

buying oodyear tyrc will help me 
express my inner elf 

2.19 GREE 

I will get a positive feeling by buying 

Goodyear tyres 2. .t GR j 

Overall _,0__[ J A;R ~E 

Source: Response Data. 

For ireston , as n in 'I abh.: 4 ..... " th~.: u t m~.:r indk. ll:d th, t ontrollin, th, 

tlt)n >ly .t tr l I "ith 

the propo ition th t th · t r 

t 11.: \\: l\1 th it 11\llll \ . 

ut 11 lun 1 • 

Ill . h 



overall mean score or mean of means for the Firestone brand was 2.00, which implied 

that the customers generally agreed with Firestone's value propositions. 

TABLE 4.3.4: CUSTOMERS' LEVELS OF AGREEMENT WITH MICHELIN'S 

VALUE PROPOSITIONS 
Mean LEVEL OF AGREEMENT 

Firestone will give me value for money 
1.11 EXCELLENT 

The tyre is durable and will last long 
1.32 STRONGLY AGREE 

Firestone tyres have a low chance of 

experiencing blowouts or damage 
1.60 STRONGLY AGREE 

The tyres tread wear wi ll serve its full-

expected mileage 
1.64 _STRONGLY AGREE 

!Controlling the car whi le driving on 

firestone tyres should be .. 
2.17 AGRE 

I will get a positive feeling by buying 

fire tone tyres 2.87 GIU. ~. 

Buying firestone lyres will help me 

express my inner self 
3.30 I DIF RE T 

Overall 2.00 .\GRFL 



4.4 The Influence Of Value Proposition On Various Levels Of The Customer 

Decision-Making Process 

On the influences of value proposition on various levels of the customer decision making 

process, the responses were rated using mean scores and the levels of agreements 
111 

frequencies as shown by Table 4.4.1, 4.4.2 and 4.4.3. 

Table 4.4.1 shows the propositions the respondents as the customers strongly agreed 

with. The maximum score was 1.00 and the responses that indicated that the respondents 

strongly agreed on had mean scores of between 1.00 and 1.99. From the table, it can be 

seen that the respondents strongly agreed that the brand name and slogan have helped 

them appreciate the following firm' s marketing efforts - that some soc ial/cultural (non

commercial) factors have influenced their preference f r the brand, remember the hrund 

easily, buying the brand as their preferred loyal choice, usage r ·tun~.: brand b a famil 

member, reasonable price, buying the brand again. buying the brand for thl: fir ·t timl: on 

trial basis (like replacing one tyrc). that after actual purchn e the br.md n<.unc and slogan 

will help them to evaluate the actual performan e f the t~n:, promotion and athertising 

activities, reduce uncertainty they m, Y h, '~: • b ut th~: t~ t~:. and th,ll th~: 11 ,md name nnd 

slogan will have. n t.: f I nth ir c.·p ri n u in th I , nd 



TABLE 4.4.1: STRONGLY AGREED WITH VALUE PROPOSITIONS THAT 

INFLUENCE ON CUSTOMERS' DECISION MAKING PROCESS 

Mean LEVEL OF AGREEMENT 

Some social/cultural (non-commercial) 

factors have influenced my preference 

for the brand. 
1.65 STRONGLY AGREE 

Remember the brand easily 1.75 STRONGLY AGREE 

Buying the brand as my preferred 

loyal choice 1.77 STRONGLY AGREE 

Usage of same brand by a family 

member 1.80 STRONGLY AGREE 

Reasonable price 1.83 STRONGLY AGREE 

Buying the brand again 1.84 STRONGLY AGREE 

Buying the brand for the first time on 

trial basis(! ike replacing one tyre) 

1.86 STRONGLY AGREE 

After actual purcha c, the brand name 

and slogan will help met ; cva luat 

the actual performance of the lyre 

1.86 "fRO G y 
- GREl~ 

Promotion and advertising activitie 
1.90 RO G \' R E -

Reduce uncertainty i may have about 

the tyre 1.93 TR • \ . .REE 

The brand name and slogan will ha\ c 

an effect on my cxpaicncc of u in 1 

the brand 
1.95 S'l R .[ ( l l• I. 

'J thlc 4 .. 2 tl lh I "it h. I h 

Ill I j llllllll 

·i th , It 1 I n 
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slogan will psychologically motivate them to view the brand favorably, to evaluate 

alternatives from my search results, affects their perception of the brand and tyres in 

general, and that they personally search for other alternatives. They also agreed with the 

proposition that the brand name and slogan assist them in doing the following - to 

recognize that they need to use tyres to suit my needs, that firm's distributional channel 

assists them to learn about tyres in general, their social status, helps them form attitudes 

about tyre brands. They were indifferent as to whether the slogans and brands affects 

their personality and their culture. The overall mean score for the propositions that affect 

customers' decision making was 2.17, which implied that the respondents generally on 

average, agreed with all the responses. 



TABLE 4.4.2: AGREED WITH VALUE PROPOSITIONS THAT INFLUENCE 
ON CUSTOMERS' DECISION MAKING PROCESS 

Editorial in magazine or news paper 

the brand name and slogan have 

helped me appreciate the following 

firm's marketing efforts - producing a 

good product 

The brand name and slogan will 

psychologically; - motivate me to view 

the brand favorably 

Evaluate alternatives from my search 

results 

Affect my perception of the brand and 

tyrcs in general 

Personally earch for other alternatives 

Mean 

2.02 

2.03 

2.05 

2.07 

2.09 

2.19 
-1---

The brand name and slogan a sist me 

in doing the following - recognize that 

i need to use lyres to suit my needs? 

LEVEL OF AGREEMENT 

AGREE 

AGREE 

AGREE 

AGREE 

------ A ;REE ------i 

~------------------------_, __ -_.-_7-;--------~'\ .R j--------~ 

Firms distributional charm I 
2. 4 \ .R 

~----------------------T----7--------~ 

A si t me to learn ab 111 

general 



TABLE 4.4.3: DISTRIBUTION OF AGREEMENT LEVELS ON VALUE 
PROPOSITIONS THAT AFFECT CUSTOMERS DECISION MAKING 
PROCESSES. 

STRONGL INDIFF DIS- STRONGLY 
Y AGREE AGREE ERE NT AGREE DISAGREE TOTAL 

The brand name and slogan have helped me 
appreciate the following firm's marketing 
efforts - producing a good product 15% 72% II% 0% 2% 100% 
Promotion and adve1tising activities 20% 74% 3% 0% 2% 100% 
Reasonable price 23% 72% 6% 0% 0% 100% 
Firms distributional channel 4% 58% 38% 0% 0% 100% 
Some social/cultural (non-commercial) 
factors have influenced my preference for 
the brand. 44% 48% 9% 0% 0% 100% 
Usage of same brand bv a family member 41% 38% 21% 0% 0% 100% 
Editorial in magazine or news paper 26% 52% 16% 6% 0% 100% 
My social status 4% 39% 31% 22% 4% 100% 
My culture 4% 23% 19% 39% 16% 100% 
I need to use tyres to suit my needs? 10% 70% 10% 4% 6% 100% 
Personally search for other alternatives 9% 68% 20% 4% 0% 100% 
Evaluate alternatives from my search results 13% 66% 20% 0% 0% 100% --
Remember the brand easily _ f-. 34%_ 56% 9% 0% 0% 100% 
Buying the brand for the fir t time on trial - - - - -
basis (like replacin_g_ one t re2 23% 67% 9°/o 0°10 ()0/ () I ()()O'o 

25% 66% 
- - - -Buying the brand again 9°/o oo,0 oo,0 I ()()<l'o 

Buying the brand a preferred loyal - - - ,_ 
my 

choice 33% 58% 9% oo,0 oo/o I 00°/o 
After actual purchase, the brand name and - - - 1-

ls logan will help me to; evaluate the actual 
24% 66% !Performance of the tvre 10% 0°o oo,0 I Q()O'o 

Reduce uncertainty I may have about the - 1- --
~re 17% 73% 10% 0°o 0° 'o 100% 
jThe brand name and logan will ha\·e an ---
effect on my experience of using the brand 14% 77% 9'!-o 0% QOto 100°o 
The brand and logan "iII -name 
P ychologically; - moti ate me to \ ie\\ the 

II% 73% ~rand favorably lo% OVo 0% 100% 
~ffl ct my p rc ption of the Immel net t .. res 

11% l=6lli 17 Vc tngeneral 
2% =r= ~ ~~ ·~ t~ 1-----

{)11~ I 00% 
~ssi:;t me to lenrn about tyr in general O_}'o I ()() II ~. 

4Q- '~-i -1~ -~ 5~{ <1 

A fleet ~Y-.l~crson,tl itv :% O~o ·=r=_22}t= .66% = I=~ I= IOll~u 

II lp rnc formuttitudcs nhoutl)r hrnnds_ iY11 I Oll o 
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CHAPTER 5: SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

5.1 Summary 

This study was a survey of the responsiveness of customers to value proposition in 

driving purchase behaviour of selected company tyre brands. Data was collected using a 

semi-structured questionnaire divided into three parts . The target sample of respondents 

was 200. The study managed to get responses from 128 respondents representing 64% of 

the target. The response data was analyzed using descriptive statistics. 

The study findings on the value propositions that the use of brand and slogans were 

intended to address the benefits that the customer derived. The value propositions 

addressed the functional benefit , the emoti nal benefit , ·elf- xpressi e benefits and the 

relative price. 

From the findings the mean cores indicated that \\ ith higher mean scores of b ·tv. een 

1.11 and 2.17 out of the maximum ·core of one. the respondents generall ·trongl 

agreed with the functional benefit of 1ichelin and Fire. t n~.: t_Tes. \\ hile th~.: generall 

agreed with those of Pirdli and ood)~.: r \\ith • me. n • w~.: ranuin' l et\\e~o:n 1 48 and 

2.00. 

'I h r sp ndcnt ind i tt I th t tl 
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benefits of Firestone and Michelin with a mean score of 1.11 and 1.59 respectively out of 

the maximum score of 1.00. They generally agreed with those ofPirelli and Goodyear. 

In the consumer decision-making process, the company input, the environmental input, 

the process and the output were considered. In the company input the respondents 

indicated that they strongly agreed that the brand name and slogan have helped them 

appreciate the price and the promotion and advetiising activities while they generally 

agreed that it has helped them appreciate producing a good product and the firms ' 

distribution channels. 

On the environmental input the respondents indicated that these have influenced their 

preference for brand. They strongly agreed that the comments of a friend and usage of the 

arne brand by a family member have influenced their preferences C r th brand. Th y 

agreed that editorials in magazine· or newspaper· and their ·ocial statu · hm in flu ·n ·ed 

their preferences for the brand and they were indifferent to their culture being an 

influence to their preference of brand. 

In the case of the proccs c:s in th~.: con umcr d~.: i i n m. kin,_t pn ccs .. the rest ontknts 

trongl y agreed that th li rm ' br n n m~.: nd 

brand c sily. ' I h y a th t th m in c.valu.ttin • th~: 

altern tivc , (\ •nizin • th,lt th \' 

need t u t) rc 

, th br n In lh 

Ul h 



As far as output is concerned in the consumer decision making process the respondents 

also strongly agreed that the brand name and the slogan are important for them when 

buying the brand as their loyal choice, when buying the brand again and when buying the 

brand for the first time on a trial basis. They also indicated that they strongly agreed the 

brand name and slogan would have an effect on their experience of using the brand. 

In the area of learning and motivation the respondents indicated that they agreed that the 

brand name and slogan psychologically motivate them to view the brand favorably, 

affects their perception of the brand and tyres in general, assists them to learn about tyres 

in general and helps them in forming attitudes about tyre brands. They were indifferent as 

to whether brand name and slogan affected their per onality. 

5.2 onclu ion 

From the analysis of the data collected about how value proposition influences the 

consumer deci sion making proce . it c me out ck,uly that it goc- ' t l: ond th, input 

component. It has been demonstrated th t thl: \ .lrious proJ ositions ror 

each brand also affect oth r area in th I 

output component . It i thu i1111 11 
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the consumers' choice of a product is greatly influenced by the brand and the slogan as it 

appeals to their functional, emotional, self-expression and price needs. It is thus 

important that those that greatly influence consumer purchase decisions be given more 

attention and exploited to their greatest benefits. 

The study highlights that consumers can process and store huge quantities of information 

about products and brands, form opinions about what a company is trying to 

communicate to them and use this in making their purchase decisions. It is thus important 

for brand strategists to find out how consumers view their brands and answer the silent 

question of"What's in it for me". 

The findings also emphasize the previous findings by Rosemary (2002) that, billboards 

are the most widely used and hence effective advertising which achieves greater 

awareness and re p n ivcncss to the target audience e ·pceially whcr th brands slogans 

are suppo ed to communicate the intended value pr p ition. 



5.3 Limitations Of Study 

This study encountered several snags in trying to collect data. One of the obvious 

limitations is the negative attitude towards research exhibited by the population in general 

and the target respondents in particular. The other major limitation was the unwillingness 

by some companies to give comprehensive information about their branding activities. 

5.4 Recommendations For Further Study 

The same study could be done in different industries and brands corroborate these 

findings and probably bring the researchers closer to conclusion about the subject. This 

study al o recommends that a further study bed ne to determine if th n; i a r'lationship 

between the period a slogan stays active and the change' in purcha ' C bcha iour si n , u 

slogan is considered as a driving force in inducing purcha ·c. 
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APPENDIX 1: QUESTIONNAIRE 

(Note: this is a sample questionnaire for a Pirelli consumer) 

Please answer the following questions as truthfully as you can. Your responses will be 

treated in strict confidence and are to be used for research purposes only. Thank you. 

1. Name (optional) ........................................................... . 

2. Sex : male female 

3. Age (20-29) (30-39) (40-49) (50-59) (60-69) (>70) 

4. Model of car owned/driven year of manufacture and cc rating 

5. What source of advertisement do you frequent! ·cc tyrc ad crts in? 

oradio o television a billboards o nev, paper oother (specif ') 

The following is the logru statement a ·ociated "ith the t~ rc brand that ou arc 

choosing, as you may have heard or een in the ad . 

Pir IIi.... ..... P n rill nothing" ithout ntt ol 

I. U c th r m i n m in o lhm in .tl 1lUI 

II 

nt 



The tyre is durable and will last long. 

oStrongly agree oAgree olndifferent oDisagree oStrongly disagree 

Controlling the car while driving on Pirelli tyres should be .. 

oExcellent oVery good oGood oPoor oVery poor 

Pirelli tyres have a low chance of experiencing blow outs or damage 

oStrongly agree oAgree olndifferent oDisagree oStrongly disagree 

I will get a positive feeling by buying Pirelli tyres 

o Strongly agree o!\.gree olndifferent o Disagree o trongly disagree 

Buying Pirelli tyres will help me expre s my inner self 

o Strongly agree oAgree o lndifferent o Di agree o trongl) disagree 

Pirelli tyres will give me value form n y 

o trongly agrc o Agrl:l.! olndil l:fl:nt ol i , lfl:l: 



2. Please tick the appropriate box on the following comments. 

The brand name and slogan have helped me appreciate the following firm ' s marketing 

efforts. 

-Producing a good product 

-Promotion and advertising 

activities 

-Reasonable price 

-Firm 's di tribution channe l 

Strongly Agree Indifferent Disagree Strongly 

agree disagree 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

The following social/cultural (non commercial) factor, have influenced 111) preferenc~ for 

the brand . 

trongly gree lndlift:r~?nt Di -agree ._'tnmgl 

agree 

- omm nts ofu friend 0 0 0 0 0 

-U ll 'Co dll brdll t 0 0 0 0 0 

a unily m mb r 

-1· lit 0 0 

r 



-My culture 0 0 0 0 0 

3. The firm 's brand name and slogan assist me in doing the following 

Strongly Agree Indifferent Disagree Strongly 

agree disagree 

-Recognize that I need to use 

tyres to suit my needs 0 0 0 0 0 

-Personally search 0 0 0 0 0 

for other alternatives 

-Evaluate alternatives 0 0 0 0 0 

from my earch rc ults 

-Remember the brand easily 0 0 0 0 0 

4. The brand name and slogan are important for me "hen; 

trongly Agree IndifTcn:nt Disagree ~ trongl 

agree 

-Buying the brand forth 0 0 0 0 0 

fir t tim on td. I ba i 

like r pl1 

-Bu •in th 0 

-Hu •in th 0 0 



After the actual purchase, the brand name and slogan will help me to; 

Strongly Agree Indifferent Disagree Strongly 

agree disagree 

-Evaluate the actual 0 0 0 0 0 

performance of the tyre 

-Reduce uncertainty that 0 0 0 0 0 

I may have about the tyre UNIVERSJi y OF 
Alr;:O I M.h 

I<.1FJt:=TF I :nol\c:>: 

The brand name and slogan will have an effect on my experience fusing the brand 

tr ngly Agrc Indifferent Di sagree trongl 

agree disagn.:~.: 

0 0 0 0 0 



5. The brand name and slogan will psychologically 

Strongly Agree Indifferent Disagree Strongly 

agree disagree 

-Motivate me to view the 0 0 0 0 0 

brand favourably 

-Affect my perception of the o 0 0 0 0 

brand (how I view it 

compared to other brands) 

-Assist me to learn about 0 0 0 0 0 

the brand and tyre. in general 

-Affect my personality 0 0 0 0 0 

-Help me form attitudes 0 0 0 0 0 

about tyre brands 

'I hank you for your n. 


